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A biorthogonal system {x¿, /,•} ,■<=/ in a linear topological duality

(X, X*) is a Generalized Basis (G-Basis) if {/,■} is total over X; a

Dual Generalized Basis (DG-Basis) if {xi} is fundamental in X.

Arsove and Edwards [l] proved that the existence of similar G-Bases

in Fréchet spaces X and Y implies that X and F are isomorphic

(linearly homeomorphic). Davis [2] noted that if {xi, /,} is a DG-

Basis for X, then {/,-, x,} is a G-Basis for X* if X* is endowed with

any topology stronger than w(X*, X). This observation and the iso-

morphism theorem of Arsove and Edwards allowed him to prove

that the existence of *similar DG-Bases in Banach spaces X and Y

implies that X and Y are isomorphic.

The definitions of similarity and *similarity can be extended to

structures more general than G- and DG-Bases (Definitions 1 and 2).

Similarity implies the existence of an algebraic isomorphism with

closed graph between the spaces (Theorem 1), and thus the Arsove-

Edwards result is extended to fully complete barreled spaces. The

assumption of *similarity yields an isomorphism theorem for a class

of spaces which includes Fréchet spaces (Theorem 2).

The notation and terminology of [5] is used throughout.

I. The isomorphism theorems.

Definition 1. Suppose {/<},er and {g,}iE/ are total sets of con-

tinuous linear functionals on linear topological spaces X and Y

respectively.    {/<}   and    {gi}   are   similar   iff    { {/¿(x) }iai'xEX}

= {{g,(y)}.er:yer}.

Theorem 1. Suppose {/¿} ,-6j and {gi} i€i are similar total sets of

continuous linear functionals on (X, T) and (Y, S), respectively. Then

there is an algebraic isomorphism, L,from X onto Y such thatfi = gioL

for each iEI- L is a w(X, {/»})— w(Y, {gi}) homeomorphism, and

hence has closed graph in XXY with the product topology TXS.

Assume that X and F satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. If there

is a closed graph theorem for linear maps from X to Y and Y to X,

then L is an isomorphism. This will be the case, for example, if X

and Fare barreled and fully complete [5, p. 179, 18.J], or the induc-
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tive limit of a sequence of fully complete Baire spaces [6, p. 124].

The referee notes that recent works of de Wilde on closed graph

theorems give still more applications of Theorem 1.

Definition 2. Suppose {xt}i6j and {y¿}¿er are fundamental

linearly independent subsets of linear topological spaces X and Y

respectively, {x,} and {y,} are ^similar iff { {/(xt) }iei'-fEX*}

= {{g(yi)}iei:gEY*).
A subset, A, of a linear topological space, X, is called sequentially

fundamental provided each element of X is the limit of a sequence of

linear combinations of elements of A.

Theorem 2. Suppose (X, T) and (Y, S) are Mackey linear topo-

logical spaces, and that {x¿},e7 and {y¿},er are * similar fundamental

linearly independent subsets of X and Y respectively. Suppose either

that

( 1 ) m (sp {Xi}, X *) is the relativisation of T to sp {x¿} and m (sp {y,•},

Y*) is the relativisation of S to sp {yt-} ; and

(a) X and Y are both complete, or

(b) X and Y are both sequentially complete and  {x,} and {y,}

are both sequentially fundamental; or

(2) \xi\ and {ytj are both weakly sequentially fundamental and

both X and Y are weakly sequentially complete.

Then there is a T—S isomorphism, L, of X onto Y such that L(x¡) =y<,

for each iEI-

Proof. Define L: sp^x,})-^^}) by L(¿2ieF te) = X^erte,
for all finite subsets, F, of / and scalars ¿t. L is well defined because

{xi} is linearly independent; one-to-one, because {yi\ is linearly

independent. L is clearly onto and linear, so that L is an algebraic

isomorphism of sp{xt} onto sp{y¿}. We show that L is weakly con-

tinuous. Let \Zd\ be a net in sp{x,} which converges weakly to 0.

Let gE Y*. By the *similarity of {x,} and {y¿}, there isfEX* such

that for all iEI,f(xi) =g(yd. It follows that for all d, g(L(zd)) =f(zd).
By the assumption on {z<¡}, \f(zd)} converges to 0. Thus L is weakly

continuous. Similarly, L~l is weakly continuous, so that L is a weak

isomorphism.

Case 1. Since relativisations of weak topologies are weak [5, p. 160,

17.13], it follows from [5, p. 202, 21.4] that L is a Mackey isomor-

phism, hence by (1) L is a T—S isomorphism. Thus L, the closure of

L in (X, T)X(Y, S), is a T—5 isomorphism. Either (a) or (b)

guarantees that L has domain X and range Y.

Case 2. Let L be the weak closure of L in XX Y. L is a weak iso-
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morphism since L is, so that by [5, p. 202, 21.4] L is a T—S isomor-

phism. (2) guarantees that L has domain X and range Y.

Since subspaces of Fréchet spaces with the relative topology are

Mackey [5, p. 210, 22.3], Case 1 of Theorem 2 applies to Fréchet

spaces. Case 2 applies to weak Schauder Bases in weakly sequentially

complete spaces.

II. Markuschevich bases and Schauder bases, [xi, /<}¿er is a

Markuschevich Basis (M-Basis) for X iff {x{, /,-} is both a G- and

DG-Basis for X. A Schauder Basis is an M-Basis. Schauder Bases

{xi,/t}í=i and {y>> g«}i-i are similar iff for every sequence {¿.lili of

scalars, Et™ i '»x» ex'sts iff Et"i '<?< exists. Corollary 1.1 and Theo-

rem 2 yield the conclusion that M-Bases in Fréchet spaces are

similar iff they are *similar. The relationship between similarity and

*similarity is more complicated in the general setting, even in the

case of Schauder Bases.

Example 1. Let C be an infinite dimensional Banach space with

Schauder Basis {xit/<}<°li. Let D be a proper subspace of C such that

D contains each x{ and D is of the second category [5, p. 95, 10.B].

Then C and D are both barreled and {xit/,-} is a Schauder Basis for

D which is *similar to the Schauder Basis {*,-,/,■} for C. Since D is

a proper subspace of C, {«<,/•} in C cannot be similar to {*<,/<} in D.

Example 2. Consider c0 with the usual {e,-, e[ }?L1 basis. Then

{el, «i}f=i is a Schauder Basis for h ( = Co*) with either the norm or

the m(k, Co) topology. The two {e<, e,} bases are easily seen to be

similar but not *similar. Note that both topologies on k are Mackey

and fully complete, but the m(h, c0) topology is not barreled.

If {xí, /ijfli is a Schauder Basis for a barreled space X, then a

linear functional / is continuous iff /O) = Et" í/tOO/fa«), f°r aU

xEX [4]. Thus, similar Schauder Bases in barreled spaces are

*similar. Dubinsky and Retherford [3] have noted that if {*<,/<}t-i

and {y<, gi}Zi are similar and *similar Schauder Bases (or even weak

Schauder Bases), then the map x—»y,- induces a Mackey isomorphism.

Incase {x,-,/,} and (y,-, gi} are M-Bases satisfying certain additional

conditions, Theorem 3 yields the same conclusion.

Definition 3. An M-Basis {Xi,/<} ¡<=i for X has property a iff {/<}

is fundamental in X* when X* is endowed with the strong topology

s(X*, X).
An M-Basis {*,•,/<} for X has property a iff {/,-, Xi} is an M-Basis

for X* with topology s(X*, X). Since {/¿, x{} is always an M-Basis

for X* with topology m>(X*, X) and hence with topology m(X*, X),

semireflexivity of X implies that {xi} /¿} has property a.
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Definition 4. A set {x¿)jej in X is bounded fundamental iff for

each xEX there is a bounded net \Zd\ in sp({x,}) such that |z<¡}

converges to x.

Since convergent sequences are bounded, a sequentially funda-

mental set is bounded fundamental.

Theorem 3. Suppose {x,-, /¿},er and {yit gi}i€i are similar and

* similar M-Bases for Mackey spaces (X, T) and (Y, S), respectively.

Suppose further that {xt- j and {y i} are weakly bounded fundamental

in X and Y, respectively, and that both {x¿, /,} and {yit g,} have

property a. Then there is an isomorphism, L, of X onto Y such that

L(xi) = y¿, for all iEI-

Proof. Let L: sp({xi})—>sp(jy,}) be defined as in Theorem 2. L

is a weak isomorphism, hence L, the weak closure of L in XX Y, is

a weak isomorphism. We show that L has domain X. Let xEX. Since

íx¿} is weakly bounded fundamental, there is a bounded net

¡Zd'.dED] in sp{xf| which converges weakly to x. Since {x¿} and

\yi} are similar, there is a yE Y such that for all iEL fi(x) =gi(y)-

It follows from the definition of L that/¿(zá) = gi(L(zd)), for all iEI

and dED. We show that [L(zd)'.dED\ converges weakly to y. Let

gE Y* and let e>0. L is weakly continuous and {z¿} is bounded,

hence {L(zd):dED)\J {y\ is bounded. Since {y¿, g,} has property

a, there is a finite subset Fol I and scalars ti such that | ¿2ieF Ugi(y')

— g(y')\ <*/3, for all y'E \L(zd):dED)KJ \y). Since \zd) converges

weakly to x, there is eED such that for all d=e, | ¿2í<ef tifi(x— z¿)\

<e/3. Then for all d = e,

g(y) - *(£(*)) g(y) - 12 kgi(y)

+ Z kgiiy) - E Ugi(L(zd))

+ Z tigi(L(zd)) - g(L(zd))
i€ F

<e/3 + ¿2 ufi(x) — ¿2 ufi(zd)
ieF ieF

+ e/3 < e.

Thus {Z-(z<j)} converges weakly to y and hence the domain of L

is X. Similarly, the range of L is Y. The desired conclusion now

follows from [5, p. 202, 21.4].
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